The protein structure code: what is its present status?
Current methods of prediction of protein conformation are reviewed and the algorithms on which they rely are presented. For non-homologous proteins and after cross-validation the reported methods exhibit a probability index, i.e. the per cent of correctly predicted residues per predicted residues, of 63-65% with a standard deviation of the order of 7% for three conformational states--helix, beta-strand and coil. This present limitation in the accuracy of predictions that use only the information of the local sequence can be related essentially to the effect of long-range interactions specific for each protein family. The methods based on sequence similarity can improve the accuracy of prediction by expressing explicitly the homology of the protein to be predicted with proteins in the database. In these circumstances the probability index can reach 87% with a standard deviation of 6.6%. This property can be used for modeling homologous proteins by aiding in amino acid sequence alignments. The prediction of the tertiary structure of a protein is still limited to the case of modeling a structure based on the known three-dimensional structure of a homologous protein.